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We present first a result on density of extremal selections for measurable mul- 
tifunctions. Next, we use this result to establish a relaxation theorem for noncon- 
vex-valued differential equations in Banach spaces. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION AND MAIN NOTATIONS 
Let Z be an interval in the real line R, E a separable Banach space, Z a 
measurable multifunction from Z into E. It is well known that if the set Sk 
of integrable selections of Z is nonempty the Sk is dense for the e(L&, Lg)- 
topology in its closed convex hull ClCo Sh. In the case of finite dimensions 
this result was obtained in the works of Warga [17] and Ghouila-Houri 
[9] under the hypothesis that the multifunction Z is bounded. In the 
general form as stated above, it is given in [3, 151 and can also be derived 
from an earlier result of Rockafellar on duality of integral functionals [ 141. 
In Section 1 of the present paper we will show that Sh is dense for the 
nom Ill fill = max,, rIE I Ilj;Yf(s) dsll in ClCo Sk, or more precisely, in the set 
S,!.,c0 Z of integrable selections of the multifunction ClCo Z? (ClCo Z)(t) = 
closed convex hull of Z(t). In Section 2 we will consider the pair of 
equations 
where t E Z = [0, r] (or more generally, t E Z= [0, T) with T< +cc ), a E 0, 
F: Ix 0 + 2E, 0 being an open set in E. The question we study here is to 
compare the set Si of solutions to Eq. (I) with the set S,, of solutions to 
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Eq. (II). The main result here states that if for each x in 0, F(., x) is a 
measurable closed (not necessarily bounded) -valued function, and admits 
an integrable selection, and for almost all t in Z, F(t, .) is locally Lipschit- 
zean with a coefftcient L(t) integrable on Z, then Si is dense in S,, for the 
topology of uniform strong convergence on I. 
We will also show that under the almost same hypotheses on F, (I) has a 
solution. 
In the case of finite dimensions similar relaxation results were established 
by Filippov and Wazewski for Eq. (I) with F(i, x) = F(x) depending only 
on x (see also [ 1, p. 124]), and by Hermes for F(t, x) continuous in (t, x) 
(and Lipschitzean in x) and 0 = E [lo]. In these works, F is assumed 
compact-valued and, moreover, the range of F is contained in a compact 
set in R”. The proofs given there rely either directly on the finiteness of 
dimensions or on Lyapunov’s convexity theorem, which, as is well known, 
holds only in finite dimensions. 
It should be noted that for the relaxation result to hold, the condition of 
Lipschitz continuity on F(t, .) cannot be, in general, replaced by the mere 
continuity. This is shown in an example of Pliss (see [ 1, p. 1271). In this 
connection we note results in [4,2] concerning the relaxation and the 
existence of solutions for some classes of equations, in which the right-hand 
side is assumed only to be continuous. 
Throughout this paper Z is a (finite or infinite) interval in R, endowed 
with the Lebesgue measure ,u(&) = dt, 3 denotes the o-field of measurable 
sets in R, x,,, is the characteristic function of a set M, (E, 11. /I) is a 
separable Banach space, d(x, A) stands for the distance from XE E to a set 
A in E, i.e., d(x, A) = inf,,. A 11x - y 11, h is the Hausdorff distance, associated 
with the norm in E, and B(x, 6) is the ball around x with radius 6 > 0. For 
a set A in E, Co A and Cl A denote its convex hull and its closure, respec- 
tively. For a multifunction Z from a measurable space (Q, &‘) into a locally 
convex (l.c.) Suslin space S, S, denotes the set of (equivalence classes of) 
measurable selections of Z, and when S= E, Sj- is the set of integrable 
selections of ZY A Castaing representation of Z is, by definition, a sequence 
(c,}p”, , in S, such that for every o E a, Z(o) c Cl{ci(w))pO= i. Z is called 
measurable if it is closed-valued and admits a Castaing representation. 
1. ON THE DENSITY OF “EXTREMAL SELECTIONS" FOR 
MEASURABLE MULTIFUNCTIONS 
Let Z be a multifunction form Z into a l.c. Suslin space S and 
cp:ZxS--+E. Set 
Sj3’ = {f~ S,: s H cp(s, f(x)) is integrable}. 
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THEOREM 1.1, Suppose: 
(1) cp(s, x) is measurable in s and affine continuous in x, 
(2) r admits a Casting representation and S>q # $3, 
Then for every a E S$& and E > 0 there exists 6, E S>p such that 
Cds, a(s)) - cp(s, b,(s))1 ds < 8. 
Moreover, b, can be taken to be of the form 
b,(s) = f XM,(S) ai(s) 
i=O 
where { Mi};= o is a measurable partition of I, a, is a fixed function in Sk, 
and {ai}:=, c Sj- is such that the set lJr= 1 ai(Uy, 1 Mi) is relatively compact 
in S. 
The following lemmas, needed for the proof of Theorem 1.1, are more or 
less known. For convenience of the reader we give here their direct proofs. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let J be a bounded measurable set in R, let bi E Y;(J), 
Ai~Yk+(J), i= 1, 2 ,..., n, such that x7= 1 A,(s) = 1 (Vs E J). 
Then for every E > 0, there exists a measurable partition { Mi}r= 1 of J such 
that 
sup 
[f’,t”] c R 
(1.1) 
Proof. Suppose for the present that J is an interval. Let &,, 6,,..., 6” be 
piecewise constant functions from J into E such that 
(1.2) 
Let {Zj};= 1 be a partition of J into intervals ordered from left to right such 
that on each Zj, each function Fi takes a constant value, say rxj (i = 1,2,..., n; 
j= 1, 2 ,..., p), and, moreover, 
For each j, let (Z{}l= , be a partition of Zj into subintervals such that 
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p(Z{)=&(s) ds (i= 1,2 ,..., n), The existence of such sets is easily seen 
from the relation I;= 1 Jp A,(s) ds = ~(1’). Set Mj = U,!= 1 I{, 
#(s) = i ni(s) bi(s) - i XM,(s) bi(s)Y 
i= 1 i= 1 
&s) = f Us) a.4 - ,c, x‘&) bf(S). 
i=l 
For each j we have 
Hence, 
and for any measurable set A in Z,, 
I, II$(s)II ds d J-, $, Iii(s) - XM;(S)I Il~As)ll dsG i$, I, Ilbi(s)II ds. (1.5) 
Let now [t’, tfl] be an arbitrary subinterval of J, with t’ in, say, Zj’ and t” 
in P”. From (1.4), (1.5) we obtain 
6 2.max 
j=1,2 . . . . . p J( 11 
icI lI~~~~)ll) ds* 
Hence, by virtue of (1.2), (1.3), 
IIQ(s) - $G)ll ds 
< 2.max 
i=1*2 ,.... P J i ll6i(S)ll A+ 2 1 P j= * ( i llbi(s)-h;(s)ll) ds ct’.r”l j= 1 
ig, Il~ib) - WI) ds 
i IIWII) ds <E. 
i= I 
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Now let .Z be an arbitrary bounded measurable set in R, then we extend 
the functions bi, li (i = 1,2 ,..., n) into the functions a,, xi defined on an 
interval Z containing J, by setting on ZjJ: ai =0 (i= 1, 2,..., n), x,(s)= 1 
and n”,(s) = 0 (i = 2, 3,..., n). By the above, there exists a measurable par- 
tition { fii>;= I of Z such that 
By setting Mi = fii n .Z (i = 1, 2,..., n) we obtain (1.1 ), completing thereby 
the proof. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let (Sz, x) be a measurable space, {ci}E, a sequence of 
measurable functions from Q into E, and c a measurable function from Q into 
E such that c(o) E ClCo{ ~~(0): I for every w in 0. 
Then for any E > 0, there exists an increasing sequence {!S”},“_ , c 1 with 
IJrzI Q”=Q andf or each n E N there exists n measurable functions 2; > 0 
on Sz” (k = 1, 2,..., n) such that 
II c(w)- i n;(w) c/Jo) <& II k=l (VW E Q”). 
(1.6) 
Proof: For each n EN let {ATi, Qi,..., A.;,‘},“_ 1 be the sequence of n- 
dimensional nonnegative rational vectors satisfying C; = 1 J.?j = 1. For each 
(n, i) E N2, consider the set 
c(m)- i @‘c,(w) 
k=l 
Set 
It is easily seen that the sets &Pi, hence, the sets Q”, are measurable. 
Moreover, Q” t and Q = lJ,“=, Q”. For each n E N, set 
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It is easily seen that the functions A;, A;,..., A; satisfy (1.6). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let a, be a fixed element in S$‘+‘, {ui> E, be a 
Castaing representation of K Set c(s) = cp(s, a(s)), ci(s) = cp(s, a,(s)). The 
functions c, ci (i = 1, 2,...) are measurable, since cp(s, x) is measurable in s, 
continuous in x, and each of the functions a, ai is a.e. a limit of a sequence 
of measurable functions with finite range [6, Theorem 111.221. With E > 0 
given, let .Z be a compact interval in Z and 6 > 0 such that 
s CII&, 4s))ll + IIds, %(s))lll h < E/3 (1.7) (I\J) u M 
for any measurable set A4 in J with p(M) < 6/2. Since, clearly, c(s) E 
ClCo{ ci(s)},E, a.e. on Z, by virtue of Lemma 1.2 there exists a measurable 
set J,’ c J with p(J\J,‘) < 6/2 along with IZ nonnegative measurable 
functions I1 , &,..., A, with Cr= I Ii(s) = 1 (s E Ji) such that 
II C(S) - i AAS) Ci(S) < ~/3p(J) II (t/s E J;). i=l (1.8) 
Furthermore, there exists a measurable set < c Ji with p(Ji\Jz) < 6/2 such 
that cj(J,2), ai are contained in compact sets in E and S, respectively. 
Indeed, since E” x s” is a Suslin space and the function f = (cr , cz,..., c,; 
a,, a*,..., a,): Ji + E” x S” is measurable, there exists an increasing 
sequence { Nj),“= r of measurable subsets of J,’ such that p(J~\U,~ 1 Nj) = 0 
and for each j, f(Nj) is contained in a compact set in E” x S” [6, 
Proposition VII.41. Hence if p E N is such that ,u(J,‘\N,) < 6/2 then the set 
Jf = N, has the desired property. Now applying Lemma 1.1 we obtain a 
measurable partition {Mj}p”_ i of J,’ such that 
sup (1.9) 
[f,f”] 
~~jLl f ,nJ, [ !l Us) Ci(S) -F, XM,(S) c.(s)] q < 613. 
‘, ” 
Set M0 = r\J,‘. Clearly, the function 6, = C;=O xwiui belongs to Sr. 
Moreover, cp(s, b,(s)) = C1=o x,&) cp(s, ui(s)), hence jAlcp(s, W))ll ds < 
+co, so b, E S>q. It remains to show 
lj(t’, t”) P ,,,, Cds, b,(s)) - cp(s, 4s))l ds V[ t’, f’] c z. 
Taking into account that ~(44) < 6, from (1.7)-(1.9) we obtain 
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This completes the proof. 
As Corollaries of Theorem 1.1, we note some particular cases: 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let r be a multifunction from I into E. Suppose that r 
admits a Custuing representation and Sh # a. Then Sj- is dense in S&,,, for 
the norm 11. II. 
This is the case of Theorem 1.1, where S = E and cp(s, x) = x. 
In what follows, S, r are as in Theorem 1.1, L is a vector space of 
(equivalence classes of) measurable functions from I into S. We suppose 
that L is decomposable, i.e., if b E L, c is a measurable function from I into S 
and M c I such that p(M) < +cc and c(M) is relatively compact, then the 
function xwc + xfiM b also belongs to L. Let g,, g, ,..., g, be scalarly 
measurable functions from I into the dual S’ of S. Denote by SF-?+ 
(S&$) the set of functions f in S, (ScIcO,-, resp.) such that the functions 
(f(s), gj(s)) (j = 1, 2 ,..., p) are integrable. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose that r admits a Custuing representation and 
Sj?-g~, L # /zr. Then for any aE S&;pP and E > 0, there exists 
b, E Sp----gp n L such that 
sup <be(s) - a(s), gj(s) > ds < E (Vj= 1, 2 )...) p). 
[l’,P] c , Cr’J”1 
This is the case of Theorem 1.1 where E = RP, 
cp(s> x)= (<x3 g,(s)), (x3 gAs)>>-., <x> g,(s)))ERP. 
COROLLARY 1.3. With the notations and the hypotheses of Corollary 1.1, 
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Sj- is dense in S c,cOr for the topology, given by the system of neighborhoods 
of the origin, 
where E > 0, gj E 9’;(Z), j = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
This is the case of Corollary 1.2 where S = E, L = L;(Z). 
Remark. By using a result of Castaing [5], it can be shown that if f is 
compact-valued and Si = S,, then the convergence of (ordinary) sequences 
in &lcor is the same for the a(Lk, L;)-topology and the 11). /-norm 
(see [ 131). Thus, in this case Corollary 1.1 can be derived from the result 
in [S]. In general, these topologies are different. In [16] Valadier gave an 
example showing that even in the case E = R*, although Sk is o(Lk, L;)- 
dense in co Sk, there may not exist any ordinary sequence in S: which con- 
verges to a given element in co Sk for the o(Lk, L;)-topology. 
Corollary 1.1 implies that for the ~/~~~~~ -norm such a sequence always exists. 
Thus, while the topology considered in Corollary 1.3 is stronger than the 
a(Lk, Lp)-topology, Corollary 1.1 combined with the mentioned example 
of Valadier shows that the topology generated by the 111. II/-norm is not 
stronger than the a(Lk, L;)-topology. However, it is the density in this 
norm we will need in the question considered in Section 2. 
In the case where Z is relatively weakly compact-valued and integrable 
the results of Corollaries 1.1-1.3 were obtained in our papers [ 11, 121. 
We note also the following result which can be proved by using the 
technique of the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Let (Q, x, p) be a measure space with p 2 0, atomless, Z be a mul- 
tifunction from Q into a l.c. Suslin space S, cp: Ix S + E. With the 
notations S$q, P@ ,-icor similar to the above, we have: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose: 
(1) cp(s, x) is measurable in s and affine continuous in x, 
(2) r admits a Castaing representation and S$q # 0. 
Then the set {jn cp(s, f(s)) p(ds): f E S>q} is strongly dense in the set 
{jn cp(s, g(s)) Ads): g E s&or1. 
The proof proceeds in the same manner as the proof of Theorem 1.1, the 
differences being that now J should be a set in Sz with p(J) < +co (such a 
set exists, since cp(s, aO(s)) and cp(s, a(s)) are integrable, hence carried by a 
set with o-finite measure), Z and [t’, t”] should be replaced by .Q, and, 
instead of Lemma 1.1, the following well known fact should be used. 
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Let’ (Q, x, p) be a measure with ,u 20, atomless, finite, let ci~9k(S2), 
J.,EY~+(Q) (i= 1,2 ,..., n) with C:=i n,(s)= 1 (Vs~52). Then for any E>O, 
there exists a measurable partition { Mi};= 1 of 51 such that 
The following fact is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.1. Let 
Z: 0 + 2E admit a Castaing representation and Sj- # 0, then (1) J Sk is 
strongly dense in j S,kicor and (2) Si is a(Lk, L;)-dense in SL,,,,. 
We note that in [15] Valadier proved that (instead of (2)) Sh is 
a(Lk, L;)-dense in co Sk. 
2. ON RELAXATION OF EQUATION (I) 
Let now Z be either a compact interval [0, 7’1 or a right open interval 
[0, T) in R, let 0 be an open set in E, and F a multifunction from Ix 0 
into E. 
DEFINITION. A function x: I-, E is called a solution of (I) ((II)) if 
x(Z) c 0 and it is of the form x(t) = a + jh f(s) ds with f locally integrable 
on Z and verifying the inclusion 
f(x) E F(s, x(s)) a.e. on Z (f(s) E ClCo F(.s, x(s)) a.e. on Z, resp.). 
Consider first the case of compact interval Z= [0, T]. Let us introduce 
the following hypotheses: 
(a) for each x in 0, F(., x) is measurable and admits an integrable 
selection on Z, 
(b) for each x E 0 there exist p.X > 0 and L,( .) E U;(Z) such that for 
almost all s in Z there holds 
W(s, -0, F(s, x”)) < L,(s)llx’ -XII (vx’, x” E B(X, p,) n 0). 
We note that the hypothesis (b) is equivalent to the following: for any com- 
pact K in 0, there exist p > 0 and L(. ) E 9”(Z) such that 
for almost all sin Z, h(F(s, x’), F(s, x”))<L(s)llx’-x”ll 
for any x’, x” in B(Z, p) n 0 with X E K. 
(*) 
Indeed, it suffices to set L(s) = maxci, L,(s), where {xi}(;) is any finite set in 
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K such that Kc lJCij B(xi, p,/3) and p > 0 is such that p < min(,, pJ3 and 
K+ B(O, p)cOn U(i) B(xi, ~,/3). 
THEOREM 2.1. Under the hypotheses (a), (b), S, is dense in S,, for the 
topology of uniform strong convergence on I. 
We shall need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f: I+0 be a continuous function, let p >O and 
L(.)E Y;(Z) be such that (*) holds for K=%(Z), let f, be an inte- 
grable function such that fi(s) E F(s, n(s)) a.e. on Z and max,,, 112(t) - a - 
jh fi(s) dsll <i min (p, r) exp-j, L(s) ds, where r >O is a number 
< inf,, t d(z(t), E\O). Then there exists a solution x(. ) of (I) such that 
max,,, lb(t)-Z(t)11 <min(p, r)/2. 
Proof We note first that for any measurable function cp: I+ 0 the mul- 
tifunction s H F(s, q(s)) is measurable. Indeed, let { cp,};= , be a sequence 
of measurable functions with range finite and contained in 0, such that 
p,,(s) + q(s) a.e. on I. Then for any y in E we have d( y, F(s, q(s))) = 
lim, + m d( y, F(s, q,(s))) a.e. on I. Since, by (a), each function SH 
d( y, F(s, q,(s))) is measurable [6, Theorem 111.91, then so is the function 
s t+ 4 y, F(s, 44~))). Hence, our assertion follows, again, from [6, 
Theorem 111.91. 
To prove the theorem, let us set x,(t)=, +J;, f(s) ds for any f in z;(Z) 
and c( = max,,, 11x,(t) -Z(t)ll. Then CI < min(p, r)/2, so the multifunction 
SH F(s, x~,(s)) is well defined on Z and h(F(s, n(s)), F(s, xr,(s))) 6 
L(s)ll-W - :&)ll a.e. on I. Since fi(s) EF(s, a(s)), we have 
d(f,(s), F(s, xf,(s))) d aUs) a.e. on Z. By the theorem on implicit 
measurable functions [6, Theorem 111.381, there exists a measurable 
function fi such that f2(s) E F(s, x~,(s)) and 11 f,(s) - f2(s)ll < ML(S) a.e. on I. 
We have 
Suppose that we have constructed integrable functions fi, f*,..., f, such 
that 
Ilfi+ I(S) -Lfi(s)ll G aus) & [Ji L(z) dr]‘-’ a.e. on Z, (2.1) 
fj+l(s)EF(s, xJs)) a.e. onZ(i= 1,2 ,..., n- 1). (2.2) 
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In particular, by setting formally a(t) = x/,(t), we have 
if I 
llxf+,(t)-x,Wll < c Ilxr,(+xr,m,(t)ll da i l I-[, f Us) ds ;. j= 1 ,=o.c 0 1 
Hence, 
s T Ilxf~+,(t) - xr,(t)ll <a .exp L(s) ds o 
<Jj min{p, r} (V~EZ, i=O, l,..., n- 1). (2.3) 
The function fn + I is constructed as follows. Since 
d(fn(s), f’b xh(4N G h(fQ, q_,W F(s, x,&)N 6 L(~)llx&) - xfnm,(s)/I, 
by the theorem of implicit measurable functions, there exists a measurable 
function f,, , such that f,, + i (s) E F(s, ~~~(3)) and 
Ilfn+I(~)-fn(~)ll ~i(s)llXf”(S)--.~“~,(S)I/ a.e. on I. 
Hence, 
cw) 
Ilfn+ I(S) -.LhH 1 @ _ 1 )! <----[~~L(~)d~~p’ a.e.onZ 
Thus, a sequence {h}E, satisfying (2.1) (2.2) exists. Let f denote its 
uniform limit. Clearly, xr, + +, uniformly on I. It follows from (2.1)-(2.3) 
and the hypothesis (b) that I/x,(t) -z(t)// < imin(p, r} (VZEZ) andf(s) E 
F(s, xhs)) a.e. on I. The proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let a(. ) be a solution of (ii), i.e., Z(Z) c 0 and 
a(t) = x,Jt) with Jo E P’;(Z) and verifying &,(s) E ClCo F(s, f(s)) a.e. on Z, 
where the notation x, has the same sense as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Let 
E > 0 be given, p > 0 and L( .) E 9’i(Z) be such that (*) holds for K = i(Z). 
It is easily seen that the multifunction s H F(s, z(s)) admits an integrable 
selection. Indeed, let X(. ) be a piecewise constant function such that 
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I/x(t) - x(t)11 < min{p, inft., d(a(t), qO} and f be an integrable selection 
of the multifunction s~F(s, X(s)) (the existence of such a function J; is 
ensured by the hypothesis (a). Then d(T((s), F(s, n(s))) < L(s)llX(s) - g(s)ll 
a.e. Hence there exists a measurable function f such that 7((s) E F(s, g(s)) 
and llf(4 -7b>ll d PU 1 s a.e. on I. It is clear that f is integrable. 
Set now r = minis, inf,,, d(l(t), E\O}. By virtue of Corollary 1.1 of 
Theorem 1.1, applied to the multifunction SH F(s, a(s)), there exists 
f, E 9;(Z) such that fi(s) E F(s, z(s)) a.e. on Z and 
max 
II j 
‘[f~(S)-h(s)lds 1el 0 <kmin{p,r}.exp-j,l(s)ds, 
i.e., 
mm Il~~,(~)--~.(~)ll Gk {p, r}.exp-jl~(s)ds. IEI 
Hence, by Lemma 2.1, Eq. (I) has a solution x(. ) satisfying I/x(t) - g-(t)11 
< $min{p, r} < 4s (VZEZ). This completes the proof. 
Suppose now that Z= [0, T) with T< + co. Introduce the following 
hypotheses: 
(a)’ For each XE 0, F(., x) is measurable and there exists a locally 
bounded measurable function U: I+ 0 such that the multifunction x H 
F(s, U(s)) admits a locally integrable selection$ 
(b)’ For every s E Z, there exists a function L,(. ) integrable on a 
neighborhood Z,7 of s such that for almost all s’ in I,*, 
h(fls’, Xl), w, $1) < JwIIx.I -x2/I (V’x,,X,EO). 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that 0 = E and (a)‘, (b)’ are fulfilled. Then S, is 
nonempty and dense in S1, for the topology of strong convergence uniform on 
each compact subinterval of I. 
ProoJ First, we remark that (b)’ implies that there exists a locally 
integrable function L( . ) such that for almost all t in Z 
W(t, x,1, F(c -4) d Ut)llxl -Al (~1, x2 E El. 
Indeed, it suffices to set L(t) = maxci, L,(t) x,,J t) where {si}im, i is such that 
{ Zs,}z, forms a locally finite covering of I. Further, (a)’ implies that for 
any locally bounded measurable function U: I+ E, the multifunction s + 
J’(s, U(S)) admits a locally integrable selection. Indeed, this follows from the 
inequality d(T(s), F(s, U(S))) < L(s)((U(s)-~u(s))I a.e. and the theorem on 
implicit measurable functions. 
We show first that for any compact interval I’= [0, T,] c Z, (I) has a 
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solution on Z’. Let fi be an integrable selection of F( ., a) (the existence of 
such a selection follows from the above remark). Set g = r = 2 jr Ilfi(s)ll 
ds. exp jr Z,(s) ds. Then z?(t) G a, g and r satisfy all the conditions of 
Lemma 2.1, so the existence of a solution to (I) on Z’ is ensured by that 
lemma. 
Now, let {T,);zO cl with 7’,=0, T,,yT, T,,#T,,+, (V~EN). By the 
above, there exists a sequence {x’“‘};= , of functions, each being a solution 
on [ T,, , T,, + 1 ] of the equation 
.t@)( t) E F( t, x@)(t)) 
with x’“)(T,) given by recurrence as follows: x0(O) = a x’“‘(T,,) = 
x(“- I)( T ) (Vn > 1). It is easily seen from the definition of a Solution that 
the funct:on x(t), defined as: x(t) = xn(t) if r E [T,, T,+ I) (n = 0, 1, 2,...), is 
a solution of (I) on I. Thus S, # 521. To prove the density of Si in Su it suf- 
fices to show that if x(. ) is a solution of (II), then for any E > 0, and T, E Z, 
there exists a solution x~,~, of (I) such that 
max 
IE CO.T,l 
lb(t) - +,(f)ll < 8. 
With x( . ), E > 0, T, E Z given, by Theorem 2.1 there exists a solution y,, of 
(I) on [0, T,] such that max,.ro,r,7 I/x(t) - ~,,~,(t)ll <E. By the above, the 
equation 
Z(f) E F(4 z(t)) 
has a solution z,,~, on [T,, T). Clearly, the function x,,,(t), defined as 
~,,~,(t)=~~,~,(f) if TV [0, T,), ~,,~~(f)=z,,~,(f) if tE [T,, T), is a solution of 
(I) to be found. The proof is complete. 
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